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Introduction

‘Did you ever wish you were a boy?’, a 1992 Nike advertisement asked its female readers. Challenging the gendered nature of athleticism, it encouraged sporting women to ‘stop beating yourself over the head for things that weren’t wrong in the first place’.

In Built to Win: The Female Athlete as Cultural Icon (2003), Leslie Heywood and Shari Dworkin present the ad’s publication as a watershed moment for the unapologetic acceptance of female athleticism. Nonetheless, representations of sportswomen have remained ambiguous. Social scientists argue that depictions of women often conform to traditional ideas about femininity and sexuality, which conceptualize the female body as slender, yet non-aggressive, firm, yet passive. Sociologist Toni Bruce reflects on the resulting ‘messy multiplicity’: images of stereotypical femininity, she contends, now exist alongside representations combining beauty and power. To Bruce, this elucidates women’s agency, and its limits, in the cultural sphere of sports.

Scholars present the realization of this ‘messy multiplicity’ as a recent development. Correspondingly, historical studies on representations of female athleticism often paint a picture of near-total hegemonic masculinity, focusing on the constraints on women’s bodily practices in the past. Historian Joyce Kay signals that such efforts often consist of cherry picking: scholars, ‘as a means of redressing a perceived imbalance, have selected the most telling, sometimes the most extreme, examples of bias against sportswomen’. In actuality, while athleticism remains a gendered concept, its variations, and its association with masculinity and femininity, have never been fixed.

This study aims at critically examining the historicity of the aforementioned ‘messy multiplicity’ to show the ambiguous realities of the historical position of female athletes. It will zoom in on a specific aspect of sportswomen’s representations:
their textual and visual association with sports food and beverages. By promising specific and direct bodily effects, these internationally promoted products claimed to afford and delimit the cultivation of various kinds of (female) athleticism. Hence it is especially in the domain of these ergogenic aids – enhancers of physical performance – and their declared transformative powers that female strategies for advancing sporting achievements could potentially originate. Such a focus will both help to understand the complexity of representations of women in sports as well as address properly the scope of female athletes’ possibilities in the twentieth century amidst commercial interests, powerful cultural customs, and sports-related practices.

Focusing on the 1960s and 1970s in the Netherlands, a period of vital importance to the popularization of sports nutrition, this article hypothesizes that 1) Dutch media increasingly presented athletic bodies as obtainable and desirable to women and that 2) advertisements of sports food and beverages sought to promote various forms of female athleticism.

**Operationalization**

Contrasting two Dutch sports magazines, *De Atletiekwereld* [The World of Athletics] and *Sport & Sportwereld* [Sports and the World of Sports], this article surveys both editorial content (for the years 1960, 1970 and 1980) and advertisements (1960, 1965, 1970, 1975 and 1980). The former periodical was geared toward an active sporting community, while the latter primarily served the passive spectators of mediatized sports. Comparing the two allows for a look at diverging views on gender and athleticism between the somewhat confined world of organized sports and the more expansive sports culture. Because of its multidisciplinary nature, the focus on athletics helps to examine the diverse athletic ideals within the ‘mother of all sports’. Furthermore, it offers insight into a sport in which the female athlete stood out long before 1960 (not just in the Netherlands), while facilitating both her celebration – as the sympathetic, ‘modest’ woman – as well as her exclusion – in the form of sex testing.10

The two magazines had diverging target audiences. *De Atletiekwereld* was the magazine of the Royal Dutch Athletics Federation (K.N.A.U.) from 1934 to 2004. While membership of the federation grew rapidly during the 1960s and 1970s, its magazines’ readership remained modest.11 As the official publication of the federation, however, it could undoubtedly be found in every athletics club’s clubhouse. It was published fortnightly, meaning 72 issues were analysed for their editorial content, whereas the set of advertisements was taken from 120 issues. *De Atletiekwereld* eventually featured a full-colour cover, whereas its contents were invariably printed in black and white. The magazine’s size grew significantly between 1960 and 1980, from on average 15 pages to 45 pages per issue. The male authors of *De Atletiekwereld* transcended their role as journalists: by virtue of their managerial duties at the federation, and their role as speaker at international conferences, they formed a group of expert mediators between sports institutions and athletes.
Sport & Sportwereld had a different, and larger, audience than De Atletiekwereld. Launched in 1951 as a weekly magazine, on 1 July 1970 it became the sports section of national newspaper Algemeen Dagblad while keeping its original editorial board. Through this move, Sport & Sportwereld’s readership grew instantly from 45,000 to 365,000.\textsuperscript{12} Afterwards, the newspaper branded itself as the sports publication.\textsuperscript{13} Like De Atletiekwereld, and like many present-day sports publications in the Netherlands and elsewhere, the magazine’s editorial board consisted solely of men.\textsuperscript{14} Though Sport & Sportwereld was turned into a daily section once it became part of Algemeen Dagblad, for consistency in the dataset only its Monday edition – when the sports section was by far the most extensive – was analysed. The editorial content of 152 issues and the advertisements of 256 issues (all printed in black and white) were studied. Sport & Sportwereld’s size remained constant over the years: 7.1 to 7.7 pages per issue. In comparison to De Atletiekwereld, it was written in a more popular style geared toward sports spectators. Perhaps unsurprisingly, most of its advertisements were unrelated to sports, promoting things like cigars, baby bottle heaters, life insurance and whisky. One advertisement for King Peppermints poked fun at readers’ lack of athletic involvement, promising ‘a round of fresh energy […] for sitting in the stands’.\textsuperscript{15}

Surveying the editorial content of these two magazines will help to understand attitudes toward female athleticism in the cultural spheres inhabited by sportswomen, whereas analysing advertisements will bring into view the tangible goods offered to women in pursuit of that same athleticism. The textual and visual content of both have been close-read, focusing on authoritative claims, adjectives, recurring rhetoric, affordances, and metaphors. While the spectacle of sports maintains ‘a symbiotic relationship with visual culture’, and advertisements tended to circulate more widely than most other (visual) sources used for historical scholarship, they have been largely ignored by sports historians.\textsuperscript{16} This is regrettable, since the advertising of sports food or beverages can potentially reveal a complex dialogue between producer and consumers. Herein, the former is both shaping and anticipating the latter’s desires, enhancing the commodity’s meaning by ‘affiliating needs with particular products’.\textsuperscript{17} All food and drink advertisements featuring an explicit ergogenic – enhancing physical performance – effect, or deploying a visual cue linking the commodity to athleticism, have been examined.\textsuperscript{18} Using a mixed methodology of content analysis and close-reading, their ergogenic promises and representations of gender have been coded, and their various connotative meanings have been studied.\textsuperscript{19}

The period of 1960-1980 was of great significance to the topic at hand. Influenced by transnational economic events, the beginning of the 1960s saw the birth of a Dutch consumer society.\textsuperscript{20} Sports food and beverages from countries like the United States, West Germany and Switzerland flooded the market, aided by an increasing interest in the material facilitation of athletic achievements. Sports nutrition became part of a broader, transnational move toward empirically tested training methods and match preparation. Citing scientists and coaches from Western and Eastern Germany, the United States and the Soviet Union,\textsuperscript{21} De Atletiekwereld and Sport & Sportwereld advocated the rational, methodical evaluation of training exercises and athletes’ lifestyles
that were rapidly becoming the international norm. As it catered to an active athletics community, *De Atletiekwereld* especially reported on international sports science conferences and reviewed foreign-language publications on modern training techniques and sports nutrition, trying to help Dutch athletes in keeping up with their international competitors.

What follows first is a discussion of the ideas about female athleticism and sports nutrition in the editorial content of these two magazines. The second section of this article analyses the advertisements for sports food and beverages: their ergogenic promises, their visual language, and their affordance of female athleticism.

**Female athleticism and female bodies in De Atletiekwereld**

*De Atletiekwereld* often focused on women and their successes. For the volumes of 1960, 1965, 1970, 1975 and 1980, 35 percent of its cover photos featured female athletes, almost always actively engaged in feats of athleticism, while many articles featured women’s athletic achievements. Following an angry letter about the prioritization of men’s disciplines in sports magazines in 1960, authors often put the achievements of female athletes first in the ensuing years. What is more, women read *De Atletiekwereld*, evidenced not just by its editorial content but also by the multiple advertisements geared specifically to women.

From 1960 to 1980, the authors of *De Atletiekwereld* grew increasingly supportive of different forms of female athleticism. One example was their evolving position on the physical consequences of long distance running for women, a major debate in the world of sports. In 1960, granting that it had taken them some time, they proclaimed that these events should be accepted ‘for the full 100%’. After an international conference in Austria in 1966, *De Atletiekwereld* confirmed that there was no medical reason for women to train or run less than men. Such ideas about the limitations of the female body could shift gradually in the magazine, often backed by the opinion of medical professionals. In 1960, for example, *De Atletiekwereld* problematized menstruation: a period only suited for ‘light sports’. Yet twenty years later, the magazine conceived of menstruation as having no discernible effect on athletic performance whatsoever.

In describing female athletic bodies, *De Atletiekwereld*’s authors were not always as open-minded. On the one hand, female athleticism was celebrated. According to a 1960 article, Wilma Rudolph, a black American sprinter, was ‘the ideally built woman, strong like a bear, yet gracious as a gazelle’. While congruous with the concept of ‘pretty and powerful’ introduced earlier, the comment also seems inspired by the belief that there was something ‘natural’ about black athletic bodies. More often than praising women’s physical strength, however, *De Atletiekwereld* warned female athletes of becoming too masculine. In 1960, the magazine cited Dr Nelly Wegener-Sleeswijk’s problems with strength training for women from a cultural, though not a medical, standpoint. She conceived of her ideas about female athleticism in a transnational framework, as she cautioned, ‘The masculine shape of the heavily trained sports-
woman, as we see among Eastern European sportswomen, does not concur with our Western beauty standards’.32 Dr Wegener-Sleeswijk’s recommendations carried weight, as she was a member of the National Olympic Committee and a public figure.33 Her remarks were poignant given the ongoing controversial sex tests, introduced by the International Amateur Athletic Federation (IAAF) in 1950. Intended to assuage fears about Eastern European men ‘secretly’ competing in women’s sports, they simultaneously reinforced existing ideas about feminine athleticism.34

De Atletiekwereld’s authors allowed for feats of great strength and endurance, but that athleticism was not always permitted its bodily expression. As in countries like the United States and the United Kingdom, authors proved concerned with the concept of ‘grace’, especially in 1960.35 Perhaps here the unique position of athletics determined their ambiguous positioning. Some of the sport’s elements were seen as similar to swimming: their bodily expression did not clash with traditional notions of femininity, or extended them in a way that was acceptable. But other disciplines, which featured the bodily demonstration of intense muscle power, remained the domain of men.36 In 1980, for instance, the magazine praised runner Grete Waitz’s ‘feminine’ body, because it did not evince her considerable physical efforts.37 Two weeks later, however, a different article and a letter to the editor revealed that not everyone appreciated the persistent focus on feminine beauty and ‘grace’. Its authors chided the prioritizing of appearance in De Atletiekwereld’s writing on female athletes.38 In a rare reference to broader societal struggles, the letter argued that running should not be a beauty contest ‘in an era of women’s emancipation’.39 In subsequent issues, offending authors struck a more measured tone in writing about women’s achievements.

Female athleticism and female bodies in Sport & Sportwereld

Two major ways in which Sport & Sportwereld differed from De Atletiekwereld were its focus on male achievements and its depiction of female athletes. To illustrate the first point: 90 percent of its cover photos exclusively featured sportsmen, most of them at the height of athletic achievement, while the great majority of the articles in the magazine were exclusively about male sports.40 This particular focus had commercial reasons: generally, popular sports received the spotlight (70 percent of cover photos featured men’s football). Women only featured during moments of international appeal like the Winter and Summer Olympics.41

However, when Sports & Sportwereld did cover women’s sports, its appraisal of female athleticism was unreservedly positive. In 1960, the magazine lauded ‘sturdily built’ female swimmers for their ‘fantastic achievements’.42 Even when employing a ‘strong, almost manly style’, they were complimented for their ‘magisterial times’.43 Neither 1970 nor 1980 was different. Foreign athletes received praise too, like Soviet ‘power skater’ Nina Statkevich who was willing to ‘cross the finish line more dead than alive’.44 In 1980, Sport & Sportwereld openly celebrated female muscle power by putting a photo of Erica Mes, Miss World Bodybuilding, on the cover.45
Sport & Sportwereld occasionally fostered inflexible ideas about ‘acceptable’ bodies. Remarks about appearances – about ‘gentle, intelligent little’ faces\(^46\) – not only trivialized women’s accomplishments, but also tended to police bodies that were seen to be divergent from the norm. Like in De Atletiekwereld, medical professionals were most disparaging. A member of the medical commission of the IOC, the well-known Professor Ludwig Prokop, remarked upon the ‘pyramids of flesh and bones’ in weightlifting and the ‘starving children’ of gymnastics. He warned against hormone treatments and the ‘manly traits’ women might develop.\(^47\) Interestingly, authors of Sport & Sportwereld became increasingly aware of their masculine conceptualization of athleticism. One 1970 column on women’s football posited that ‘womanly’, like ‘manly’, would need to become a synonym for decisiveness or forcefulness.\(^48\) Of course, women themselves often challenged gendered views on athleticism, like the group of female cyclers asking to join the ‘muscle fortification’ training of the Royal Dutch Cycling Union, despite not having been invited. The girls, the magazine wrote, were ‘more fanatical than the boys’\(^49\).

Hence in various articles on women’s sports, authors of both De Atletiekwereld and Sport & Sportwereld monitored female athletes’ conformity to existing beauty standards. At the same time, they conceived of physical strength and general athleticism as important explanations for women’s successes, and they generally cheered for these feats of female athleticism, especially by 1980 – regardless of a sportswoman’s nationality. Herein, the magazines followed a trend seen in other countries like Sweden, where the trivializing focus on sportswomen’s looks diminished somewhat – perhaps temporarily – from 1970 onwards.\(^50\) More importantly, the magazines presented these female successes as the product of women’s dedication to their sport, and their rational approach to training and nutrition.

Sports nutrition in De Atletiekwereld and Sport & Sportwereld

The early 1960s marked a turning point in the Dutch interest in sports nutrition. Four publications in four years, tailored to serious athletes, popularized the emerging international consensus on the diet of sportspersons.\(^51\) These books featured frequent and explicit references to scientific, authoritative works from countries like West and East Germany, the United States, Switzerland and the Soviet Union. To the authors of De Atletiekwereld, sports nutrition was also a topic of increasing interest. A 1960 or 1970 issue of the magazine featured, on average, 0.6 references to sports nutrition, a figure that rose to 1.5 in 1980. Since the magazine catered to a community of active sportspersons, articles on the topic included practical advice, all the while presenting a specifically Dutch lack of nutritional knowledge as impeding international success in athletics.\(^52\)

De Atletiekwereld’s authors saw a link between variants of athleticism and nutritional components. Athleticism was neatly divided into two different strands: the capacity for short bursts of physical strength and the ability to endure prolonged, more moderate exercise. Increasing one’s physical strength called for a protein-rich diet,
whereas endurance sports asked for simple and complex carbohydrates. These two strands of athleticism came with typical athletic disciplines – e.g. shot putting and running a marathon – and typical body shapes – leptosome and pyknic. A third body category, the intermediate, ‘athletic’ type, could theoretically excel at anything.

Dietary advice in De Atletiekwereld was generally not gender-specific. In a short piece on the Summer Olympics of 1960, De Atletiekwereld affirmed the importance of protein to the body of athletes, men or women: ‘chicken in the morning, in the afternoon, in the evening [..]’.53 The magazine also introduced male and female long-distance runners to the relatively new concept of carbo-loading.54 There were some exceptions: sometimes, articles spoke of the diet of ‘sportsmen’ ['sportmannen'] instead of ‘sportspersons’ ['sporters']. However, significantly, increasing one’s physical strength with the help of protein consumption was specifically presented as a method for young women on two separate occasions.55 By aiming most of its articles on nutrition at both male and female athletes, and by sometimes offering up advice specifically geared toward women, De Atletiekwereld presented sportswomen with the tools for increasing their athleticism.

On the topic of sports and food, Sport & Sportwereld’s approach was less comprehensive and less academic than De Atletiekwereld. The food practices of male and female athletes came up in interviews and ranged from very deliberate – a personal seaweed recipe – to intuitive – ‘nonsense, that scramble for yeast flakes and wheat germs’.56 Sports nutrition was at times part of the broader discussion about the international reputation of Dutch sports. The magazine argued that a lack of proper medical, psychological and nutritional guidance had rendered the Netherlands a minor actor on the international stage.57 Without making any distinctions between the nutrition of sportsmen and -women, Sport & Sportwereld advocated a scientific approach, to compete with the ‘laboratory-grown and laboratory-fed athletes from America and Australia’.58 However, because of its tendency of preferring male sports in general, the diet of male athletes did take precedence in Sport & Sportwereld in comparison to De Atletiekwereld. At any rate, the general impression of readers of both magazines must have been that sports nutrition constituted a mysterious and exciting field.

Advertisements for sports food and beverages

Commercial enterprises sought to capitalize on the increasing interest in the athlete’s diet. Corporations, producers of food and beverages in particular, played a large role in the post-war era world of sports. International brands such as Rivella, Mars, and Coca-Cola sponsored teams and increased their visibility in stadiums. One entire industry aligned itself with sports in countries like the Netherlands, the United States, and Great Britain: dairy associations promoted milk as the drink for athletes.59 The Dutch Dairy Board paid for tournaments and advertisements, in addition to funding multiple scientific conferences and handbooks on sports and sports nutrition.60 As a publicity stunt, one milk producer even spent 5,000 guilders in supplying Dutch Olympic contenders for the 1960 Summer Olympics with all the milk they could drink.61
An indispensable way to reach potential consumers was publishing advertisements in sports magazines. *De Atletiekwereld* printed 74 sports food/beverage advertisements in the years 1960, 1965, 1970, 1975 and 1980, compared to 265 ads in *Sport & Sportwereld*. For both magazines, sports food/beverage advertisements comprised 8 percent of total ads. There was a difference in concentration, however: the less commercial *De Atletiekwereld* contained only one sports food/beverage ad every 38 pages, whereas in *Sport & Sportwereld* the ratio was one in seven pages. In the latter magazine, advertisers often sought to associate their product with the broader sports culture without suggesting an ergogenic effect. In some Rivella advertisements, for instance, readers were encouraged to identify with spectators, not sportspersons, drinking its beverage.62 Twenty different brands were promoted in the two magazines. Dextro-Energen, a German producer of glucose tablets, featured most prominently, comprising 20 percent of sports food/beverage ads. A range of international companies advertised for nutritional products, with seven of the ten most prevalent brands hailing from foreign countries such as the United States, Germany and Switzerland. Some advertisers even exploited the fact that Dutch sports commentators presented other countries as more nutritionally advanced. Champ, for instance, presented the logos of eight different West German sports federations that had endorsed their beverages.63

The ergogenic effects promised in sports food/beverage advertisements used similar concepts and language as both the articles on nutrition in *De Atletiekwereld* and the popular writings on scientific nutritional knowledge of the time.64 Textually, sports food/beverage ads often promised an increase in short- or long-term energy (37 percent of them) or the increase of physical strength (3 percent). Many advertisements promised both effects (29 percent). There were no clear diachronic trends, and while different

FIG. 1 ERGOCENIC PROMISES IN SPORTS FOOD/BEVERAGE ADVERTISEMENTS IN DE ATLETIEKWERELD AND SPORT & SPORTWERELD, 1960-1980
companies advertised in the two magazines, the types of athleticism they promoted was quite similar (FIG. 1).

Still, some discernible differences between the two magazines did exist. Advertisers publishing in *Sport & Sportwereld* looked to attract both active sportspersons and spectators. This expansive strategy involved either making a very generic ergogenic claim, or not making a claim at all. Another incongruity between the two magazines was the share of advertisements promising an increase of physical strength through consumption of their protein-rich product, which occurred much more frequently in *De Atletiekwereld* (53 percent) compared to *Sport & Sportwereld* (25 percent). It would appear that the sugary beverages and chocolate bars in *Sport & Sportwereld* had a much broader appeal than protein-based foods and beverages. Thus, these facilitators of different types of athleticism offered to sportsmen and -women were the result of a complex interplay between existing international ideas about effective sports nutrition, the latest technological possibilities of producers and what they felt were consumers’ aspirations, and the medium in which the product appeared.

**Gender in sports food/beverage advertisements**

The visual elements of sports food/beverage advertisements reveal existing, gendered views on sports nutrition, and on the type of athleticism these products were supposed to facilitate. Over 71 percent of sports food/beverage advertisements depicted a sportsperson, or a person who stood to benefit from the product’s ergogenic potential. Of these advertisements, 192 out of 243 (79 percent) exclusively featured one or more men. Another 43 (18 percent) portrayed at least one man and one woman, whereas only eight advertisements (3 percent) exclusively depicted female athletes, none of which featured in *De Atletiekwereld* (FIG 2; the two magazines have been grouped together).

In advertisements, a relation existed between the gender of the sportsperson depicted and the promised ergogenic effects. Of the 51 advertisements featuring one or more women, most fixated on increasing short-/long-term energy (37), whereas none solely promised to increase physical strength. Visually, too, physical strength was mostly associated with sportsmen. One advertisement for Mars was very unambiguous: in the centre of the ad, a man is depicted lifting a giant Mars bar, while in the distance a woman, in Sunday dress, looks on. The weightlifter is holding up the
candy bar with apparent ease: a smile is visible on his face, which is turned toward the woman. His sleeveless shirt and very short pants reveal much of his muscular body. Near his feet is a barbell. The young woman has been drawn much smaller, in the upper-left corner. Gazing at the man, she is smiling with a hand near her heart, suggesting she is not just impressed by his achievement, but swooning over him. The text next to the weightlifter reads: ‘A source of energy for You as well!’ In this advertisement, the product is depicted as an integral part of human interaction, with the ad promising a type of self-transformation. After all, it is the Mars bar that has given the man his strength. Here, as often in the world of sports, the male body is worshipped ‘to the exclusion of the female body as active’. Depicting its central figure as the object of female desire, the advertisement’s visualization of sports food clearly connotes heteromasculinity.

Many advertisements often explicitly linked products to men and manliness. Two examples are a product line called ‘Super Mascula’, and a producer of coffee and tea, Douwe Egberts, which tried to alter tea’s purported feminine image. It asked, by way of footballer Pieter Keizer, ‘Tea a women’s drink? Is football a women’s sport? In 1965 and 1970, full-page advertisements in De Atletiekwereld for milk, a product consistently and prominently promoted in several Dutch sports magazines, portrayed masculine athletic achievement in all its forms. The series even depicted korfball, conceived as a mixed-gender sport, as an all-male affair. Here the gendered conventions of Dutch advertising do not deviate much from international standards, as milk producers in other countries also deliberately associated their product with masculinity.

However, this focus on sportsmen and masculinity in sports food/beverage advertisements obscures certain subtleties. In general, advertisements did exhibit traditional ideas about masculinity and femininity, as other genres of advertisements of the time did. Regardless, a change appears to have taken place around 1980, when a significant majority of advertisements lacked gendered representations, by featuring no sportsperson at all (60 percent), and the proportion of advertisements depicting men was lower than ever (34 percent). The series of masculine advertisements for milk in De Atletiekwereld ended abruptly halfway through 1975, replaced by a version in which gender played no role. Later, in 1980, milk ads promised ‘more muscle power’ – to men and to women. In fact, six out of nine ‘physical strength’ advertisements found were without reference to any sportsperson, and therefore ‘gender-neutral’. Perhaps producers of sports foods and beverages slowly started to seek out women in their pursuit for more revenue.

On limited occasions, advertisements could be found to explicitly celebrate and facilitate female athleticism. Most of the advertisements featuring female athletes showed them during feats of athleticism (38/51), like Grapillon’s tennis player, in a dynamic depiction of anticipation before hitting the ball. A creation by Dextro-Energen even presented multiple female swimmers mid-action (fig 3). In the latter advertisement, four athletes are depicted as their bodies hit the water. The splashes created by their impact lend the ad a sense of dynamism, while the four women, lined up in the pool, suggest fierce competition. Because of the angle, the swimmers remain anonymous. Their athletic strength and agility are evidenced by their muscular bodies, with
two of the athletes suspended in the air just before impact. The advertisement’s text, however, has a somewhat different message, stressing a perceived problem with the combination of women and athleticism: ‘Nervous anxiety costs energy. Are you feeling weak?’ Consequently, despite its celebration of muscular athleticism, the overall effect of the ad is ambiguous: it offers women the chance at self-transformation through the consumption of Dextro-Energen tablets, but it also implies that the natural state of the female athlete is, at times, problematic. Without the product, her purported ‘nervous energy’ would be a barrier for achieving great feats of athleticism. Hence, in the cases of Grapillon and Dextro-Energen, advertisements offered women a new purchasable form of female athleticism, through the commodification of strong, female bodies, but not without qualifications.

Other advertisements were more resolute. The Dutch company Medica-sport openly targeted women with a product called Medivas, produced ‘for the sportswoman’. The 1965 advertisement explained that these lozenges contained iron, for the proper functioning of the organs, ‘especially during menstruation’. Here, the commercial product once again matched scientific knowledge as popularized in contemporary monographs, but it also aligned with the needs of at least some female athletes. Runner Grete Waitz, for instance, announced in De Atletiekwereld that she herself took iron pills, ‘but every woman does that!’
Scholars have often presented past views on female athleticism in an uncomplicated manner. Historically, they contend, sportswomen were trapped by hegemonic ideas of masculinity and femininity, which has only recently given way to a more complex ‘messy multiplicity’. However, a survey of existing notions of female athleticism in Dutch sports magazines shows that in some cases, this characterization does a disservice to understanding complex, protracted historical processes.

The first hypothesis of this article, that Dutch media increasingly presented athletic bodies as obtainable and desirable to women, can be accepted. To be sure, athleticism was – and is – a gendered concept. Both journalists and advertisers often associated feats of athleticism, especially feats of great physical strength, with men and masculinity. Yet despite the transnational exchange of ideas between scientists, journalists and corporations, there were distinct variations in representations between types of media, between national contexts, and between different periods. In the Netherlands, the attitude toward female athleticism appears to have been complex: often and increasingly progressive, while on occasion fixated on traditional ideas about femininity. Though broader cultural trends like the second wave of feminism were rarely discussed in a direct manner, it seems likely that women’s emancipation had some influence on its development. After all, the world of sports can form its own cultural sphere, but it is always tethered to society at large, as evidenced by research demonstrating the relation between women’s positions in sports and societal gender roles. Neither *De Atletiekwereld* nor *Sport & Sportwereld* displayed anything similar to the unrelenting praise for the traditional ‘girl next door’ occasionally encountered in other countries. These demanding feminine norms were related to anxieties about the successes of ‘manly’ Eastern European women, a Cold War frame perhaps not as influential in the Netherlands as in countries extensively entangled in this global conflict. Hence, it seems evident that different societies could harbour conflicting ideas about athleticism.

The second hypothesis, that advertisements of sports food and beverages sought to promote various forms of female athleticism, cannot be accepted unreservedly. In the two magazines, the topic of sports nutrition was presented as a flourishing discipline. Especially *De Atletiekwereld* made mention of the scientists from West and East Germany, the United States and the Soviet Union who were providing the groundwork for women looking to improve in physical strength or in endurance sports. However, the gendered representations in advertisements by international companies were often more traditional. The lack of sportswomen in many of these ads could be read as a dismissal, and their scattered depictions were often not as broad-minded as some of the editorial content in *De Atletiekwereld* and *Sport & Sportwereld*. Regardless, even these ads afforded sportswomen the tools – on occasion explicitly – to shape their own athleticism, especially by 1980. By sometimes presenting positive representations of female athletic achievement, and by increasingly advertising their products as useful to men and women, producers gradually tried to change the market for sports food and beverages. Herein, the focus on these products of international origins on offer to
sportsmen and -women particularly reveals the patently limited, but significant space that female athletes could navigate in the Netherlands during the 1960s and 1970s.

Lastly, though the power of recurring representations of female athleticism should not be underestimated, it would be a serious mistake to assume that women blindly accepted them, or that they did not buy sports food and beverages marketed to men. Part of this audience should be conceptualized as active, resistant, or subversive toward the dominant narratives of the advertising genre. While this article represents an attempt at analysing the (nutritional) possibilities offered to audiences in Dutch sports culture, a fruitful focus for future studies could therefore be the dietary strategies of female athletes themselves. Chances are this increased focus on the nutritional affordances of women would verify that the theoretical concept of a ‘messy multiplicity’ concerning representations of female athleticism should be embraced for the twentieth as well as the twenty-first century.
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Women are on the move. Traditionally, sport has been a masculine domain, dominated by men and capacities that have culturally been ascribed to men. But this is changing as women’s participation in sport continues to increase throughout the world, their successes are widely celebrated and ‘fitgirls’ have become part of popular culture. The 2018 Yearbook of Women’s History shows muscle. Its focus is on sport and sporting bodies: their transgressing practices, representations and impacts on femininities, masculinities and ethnicities. Fourteen contributions by different authors elaborate on the processes that have underpinned these enormous and in many ways gendered changes. What was the role of female pioneers and their supporters? How have issues of gender changed sport and vice versa? And, finally, what transnational and intersectional dynamics of sports have played a role in these transformations?